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     LEVY COUNTY -- When it came time for me to pick a Medicare health plan, I relied on 

“Medicare Mike” to help me navigate the best options. 

     By that, I mean I used Best Plan Choice Insurance Agency. 

     Mike’s extensive training made a complicated matter easier for me to understand, and he 

helped me know I picked the right option for me. 

     Michael Crotts is “Medicare Mike” and he is the president of Best Plan Choice Insurance 

Agency. That agency has my endorsement for people to use for meeting their individual health 

insurance needs. 

     I was born in January of 1956, and as a result I am going to be 65 years old. Hence “Medicare” 

has entered my personal vocabulary more now. 

     If you were born in or before 1956, or qualify for Medicare due to a disability, there are a few 

things to know about Medicare which can save you time and money. You won’t learn these facts 

by watching celebrity spokespersons on the television. 

     The celebrities represent Medicare telephone enrollment centers. While they may offer 

exciting plans, they don’t offer the personal services necessary to ensure you are offered the best 

health plan for you. 

     Only a licensed agent providing individual appointments, like Medicare Mike, can guide you 

based on your healthcare needs and budget. 

     Social Security benefits are earned by working for a required number of quarters or being 

married to someone who qualified for Medicare. Benefits consist of your Social Security check, 

once you retire, and Medicare health insurance. 

     Most individuals are not eligible for full benefits until 67 or older, however the health 

insurance part is available the month you turn 65. So, next month, thanks to Medicare Mike, I 

am switching from being a Florida Blue client to become a Wellcare Advantage client with 

Medicare. 

     If you qualify, you may be eligible for assistance with your Medicare premiums and costs. If 

you don’t know if you are eligible, an agent like Medicare Mike can help you apply. 

     To say the health insurance is available also means unless you have credible coverage from 

another source, usually your employer, you should sign up for Medicare Part A and enroll in 

Medicare Part B for a monthly premium. If you do not enroll when first eligible, you will be 

subject to a financial penalty. 

     Once enrolled in Medicare Part A and B you generally have three choices. 

     1.) One is to use your Original Medicare and pay 20 percent of the share of costs; 

     2.) Purchase a Medicare supplement for an extra fee to cover the 20 percent, or; 

     3.) Enroll in a Medicare Advantage plan which does not have an additional premium, covers 

all of your Medicare benefits, the 20 percent and includes additional benefits. 

     Does this sound too good to be true? Well, it is good, and it is true. Medicare health plans can 

offer the expanded benefits because they use their large customer base to negotiate better rates 

with medical and pharmacy providers. 

     Most plans require you to use their network of providers, although many now offer some 
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coverage for the use of out-of-network providers if you are willing to pay some of the expenses 

out of pocket. Some have referral requirements to help manage costs by ensuring providers are 

not unnecessarily ordering expensive tests for their own benefit. 

     Years ago, the government became concerned with health plans “cherry picking” customers 

by looking for the healthiest who would have the least number of claims. To address the concern 

the federal government agency that manages Medicare created a new way to pay insurance 

companies a monthly payment based on each customer’s health status. 

     The change in the law resulted in health plans being more proactive about helping their 

customers get care to diagnose underlying medical conditions. Health plans help manage your 

care by offering special programs for chronic conditions. 

     For example, a person who has diabetes can elect to enroll in a plan which specializes in 

diabetes management. Covered services may include diabetes drugs at a lower or no cost, access 

to a nutritionist, regular Hba1c testing and other features to prevent costly uncontrolled diabetes 

leading to hospitalizations and amputations.  

     The bottom line is that Medicare can be complicated. There are multiple insurance companies 

offering plans and some even offer different plan options. For those who have Medicaid or a 

chronic health condition, there may be even more choices. Most of the clients who contact Best 

Plan Choice Insurance Agency for assistance after enrolling over the telephone were enrolled 

into a great plan but not the best one for their needs. 

     This is why Best Plan Choice Insurance Agency’s free personalized assistance is so valuable to 

customers. 

     The deadline to enroll in a new health plan for next year has passed, however, Best Plan 

Choice Insurance Agency may be able to assist people with a new plan selection. Many 

companies are allowing special enrollment periods due to circumstances best referred to as the 

Year 2020! 

     If applicable, Best Plan Choice Insurance Agency doesn’t have to wait until Jan. 1 to help a 

person pick a great plan that is right for him or her. 

     Medicare Mike and his agents are pleased to offer free personalized plan selection services. 

Best Plan Choice Insurance Agency can be reached at 352-815-5297, and the agents there are 

available for in-home, in-community or web-based appointments. 

     As for me, this is the third in a series of stories about my experiences with changing from 

being a Florida Blue health insurance client to becoming a Medicare-based health insurance 

client. 

     In the first two parts of the series, I noted this has not proved to be a simple process – in no 

small part because of the global COVID-19 pandemic closing access to one-on-one in-person 

visits at any Social Security Administration (SSA) office. I also uncovered that 60 percent of the 

people nowadays, until in-person visits return, may as well abandon all hope of establishing a 

mysocialsecurity account online, because it only works 40 percent of the time no matter how 

many times a person attempts it. 

     I know some people who succeeded. I did not. 

     This initial enrollment into Medicare is no walk in the park. Thanks to Michael Crotts, the 

owners of Best Plan Choice Insurance Agency, I enrolled in Medicare and I signed up for an 

advantage health insurance plan that gives me rebates and more. He guided me through this. 

     My Wellcare plan starts on Jan. 1, 2021. 

     I live in Levy County. That is a first factor, because some doctors and hospitals snub certain 

Medicare-connected insurance plans. 

     Medicare Mike, or one of his trained insurance specialists, can help each person make these 
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choices. This service costs zero money for the person who uses it. Mike is paid from insurance 

companies when he registers people with them. 

     “Medicare Mike” advertises with HardisonInk.com and he strives to serve his clients to a level 

that meets my expectations. 

 MEAT AND POTOATOES 

     Here are some of the meat and potatoes of Medicare that people need to know before 

enrolling. 

     I learned this from “Medicare Mike.” Remember to conduct your own research too. 

     First, either obtain the red, white and blue Medicare card or have a Social Security staff 

person tell you that you are enrolled and learn your Medicare number. 

     Once you enroll in Medicare initially, either choose to use only Medicare or add an insurance 

company to help cover certain expenses. 

     For me, for instance, I chose the Wellcare Dividend Prime (HMO) (Medicare Plan C) 

advantage plan. It pays $60 of the $148 monthly premium to the Social Security Administration. 

Therefore, that monthly premium is really $88. 

     The copays are higher for the HMO rebate plans than for the non-rebate plans, however, 

Crotts said. 

     As the person shops for what they want to do with Medicare, they need to consider the drugs 

that they are taking, which doctor that they want as their primary care physician, as their dentist 

and as their doctors for vision and hearing. 

     To cut to the chase, I chose Wellcare Dividend Prime (HMO) (Medicare Plan C), because 

Wellcare is accepted by Dr. Christine Chapman of Palms Medical Group and it can be used at 

North Florida Regional Medical Center, UF Health and many other nearby hospitals. 

     I will be looking at which dentists honor the annual exam and X-rays part of this insurance. 

As for dentures, crowns, implants or bridges, those are going to be luxury items from my 

perspective. I hope to find an ophthalmologist who honors the Wellcare annual eye exam and 

the $100 payment toward glasses. 

     As for my prescription drugs, two are zero dollars from Walgreen’s and one is $10 from 

Walgreen’s a month, or zero dollars if I get it through the mail. 

     Wellcare also has the Silver Sneakers program for gym use at certain places, and it gives me 

$7 worth of monthly over-the-counter medicine payments for things like Bayer aspirin or Band-

aids. 

     Here’s the proverbial bottom line. Start conducting research early. Remember, all Medicare 

plans change annually. Use the services of Best Plan Choice Insurance Agency (Medicare Mike). 

     As for the Wellcare plan I chose, that is from a bunch of different companies with many, 

many different options. Remember, each person has their own needs for health insurance. I 

endorse Best Plan Choice Insurance Agency, though, as the way to make those choices. This 

company has an ad on every page of HardisonInk.com, and it is the dominant ad on the Leisure 

Page. 


